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Abstract

We see an increasing demand for user-defined security service in mobile networks and the trend
is to deploy IT based services in a mobile-edge cloud in the future. However, it lacks a flexible
and efficient architecture to provide dynamically changing security services for different users in the
mobile-edge cloud. To address this problem, we purpose an architecture of mobile-edge stateful se-
curity service chaining, which achieves a scalable combination of various required security functions.
In addition, we present the stateful service function proxy, aiming to support compatibility to tradi-
tional security functions and convert them into stateful functions to shorten the transmission time of
packets. Much work has been done to implement the proof-of-concept testbed of the architecture,
and experimental results verify its feasibility. Moreover, we compare the performance of the proxy in
the stateful mode with that in the stateless mode, and the result proves that the proxy running in the
stateful mode can significantly decrease the transmission time of packets and improve the forwarding
efficiency.

Keywords: Mobile-Edge Computing, Network Security, Service Function Chaining, Stateful Se-
curity Function

1 Introduction

With the exploding growth of mobile devices, the global mobile traffic increases rapidly year by year.
Cisco [4] concludes that the mobile data traffic grew 74% in 2015 and forecasts that it will increase nearly
eight fold from 2016 to 2020. However, the traditional mobile network infrastructures cannot afford with
high demanding requirements from such a large number of mobile users. Recently, many researchers
and institutions have focused on addressing the contradiction between the user experiment and the user
capacity in the mobile network. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) also
proposes a network architecture named Mobile-Edge Computing (MEC) [16], which deploys IT based
services at the network edge with cloud computing, to relieve the pressure of traditional mobile networks.

The existing researches on MEC pay attention to the designs of radio access procedure [15, 3, 14,
21, 1]. Unfortunately, there are few considerations in providing flexible and efficient security services in
clouds to meet various security requirements for different mobile users.

Therefore, we purpose an architecture of mobile-edge stateful security service chaining in this pa-
per. Referring to the idea of Service Function Chain (SFC) [8], this architecture takes existing network
security functions into a service chaining in high-performance mobile-edge clouds in order to deploy
these security service functions more efficiently and flexibly. The key challenges are how to steer the
traffic in a standard SFC way and be compatible with traditional service function. Thus, we present the
stateful security function proxy with dual functions. On one hand, the proxy can translate the Network
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Service Header (NSH) encapsulation (the standard routing method in SFC) [19] of packets to the IP
encapsulation and vice versa. On the other hand, the proxy can achieve the conversion from a stateless
security function to a stateful one. Due to the conversion, the transmission time of packets can be re-
duced apparently to improve the forwarding efficiency of the whole security service chaining. To verify
the feasibility of the purposed architecture, we present an implementation of the data plane in our cloud
environment, including packet routing with NSH encapsulation and the proxies for security functions in
SFC. We also compare its transmission performance in stateful mode with that in stateless mode.

In generally, the advantages of the proposed architecture are as follows.

• Flexibly: with SFC, various security service functions can be combined in more flexible ways for
user custom security requirements.

• Scalability: dynamically changing security functions are not easy with traditional network infras-
tructures, while it comes true in this architecture.

• Compatibility: in terms of stateful security function proxies, traditional security service functions
can be applied here without any alterations.

• High-efficiency: achieving stateful security functions can save the transmission time of packets
and improve forwarding efficiency.

The Contributions of this paper are as follows. We purpose an architecture in mobile-edge network
to provide flexible and scalable security service chains for mobile users. The stateful security function
proxy is presented to support traditional security functions in this architecture and converts them into
stateful security functions. Much work has been done to implement a proof-of-concept on an Openstack
testbed, and in terms of the experimental results, we verify the feasibility of the architecture and prove
that the stateful security function proxy can improve the forwarding efficiency by achieving stateful
security functions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the architecture design of mobile-
edge stateful security service chaining. Section 3 presents a proof-of-concept implementation on an
OpenStack testbed. And we verify the feasibility and evaluate the performance of the proxy in Section
4. Section 5 describes related work, and Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 The Architecture of Mobile-Edge Stateful Security Service Chaining

As shown in Figures 1, the purposed architecture is divided into two layers in a high-level, including
the Service Function Layer and the Data Transmission Layer. All of the security functions with their
responding proxies are deployed in the Service Function Layer, such as a firewall and an NAT. In this
layer, a logical security service function chaining is shown apparently. On the other hand, all kinds of
entities on the forwarding path are deployed in the Data Transmission Layer, including a mobile user,
an AP, an access gateway, a service classifier, several service forwarders and the destination server. This
layer presents a physical forwarding route for the flow. Besides, a control plane is needed but beyond
the scope of this paper, which is responsibility to manage the forwarding policies for the classifier and
service forwarders.

In the scenario shown in Figures 1, a mobile user wants to access a remote server on the Internet.
At first, its wireless access process is finished by an AP in the mobile network. Then, the mobile-edge
cloud or datacenter network creates an appropriate security access service chaining for this user. The
followings will describe that how each element of the architecture works in detail.
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Figure 1: the architecture of mobile-edge stateful security service chaining

Access Gateway. In traditional network architecture, all of the network functions will be done in the
mobile network by various equipments. However, in our purposed architecture, the mobile network is
only responsibility to finish user access and authentication process. And then, the traffic is steered to an
access gateway. The access gateway is a communication bridge between the user access point and the
mobile-edge network (such as a cloud environment). It forwards all traffic from a mobile node to the
cloud, which provides the security access service chaining on a virtualized platform.

Service Classifier. The traffic sent from the access gateway is received by the service classifier at first
in the cloud. The classifier identifies different flows based on their identity/type information (e.g. 5-tuple
in TCP/IP) and creates a unique flow identifier for each flow. Then, the classifier uses the corresponding
flow identifier as its SPI (service path identifier) to mark a security service chaining for each flow. At the
same time, the classifier sends classification results to the controller. Once the security service chaining
is assigned, the classifier will forward the flow with its corresponding NSH encapsulation to next service
forwarder.

Service Forwarder. Forwarding is the only one mission for a service forwarder, and it is bidirectional.
On one hand, when a service forwarder receives a flow from previous service forwarder or the service
classifier, it redirects the flow to specific stateful security function proxy according to the NSH encapsu-
lation of the flow. On the other hand, it can also forward a flow back from the proxy to next proxy in the
same or different service forwarder. The forwarding path is assigned by the controller.

Stateful Security Function Proxy. The stateful security function proxy plays an important role in this
architecture. It has two main functions: first, to support compatibility to an existing traditional (SFC-
unaware) security function; second, to convert a stateless security function into a stateful one.

Apparently, a traditional security function cannot recognize a NSH encapsulated flow, because it
is designed based on IP network infrastructures. To let the flows received from the service forwarder
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be processed by a traditional security function, a NSH-IP translator is needed. The stateful security
function proxy can be regarded as the translator and be deployed between a service forwarder and its
security functions. Moreover, similar to the service forwarder, the stateful security function proxy is a
bidirectional translator, which can translate NSH encapsulated flows into IP encapsulated flows and vice
versa. Therefore, the proxy we purposed includes two kinds of interfaces: the forwarding interfaces and
the service interfaces. The former achieves the function of NSH-IP translator, and the latter is used to
communicate with the service function attached to the proxy.

flow ID matching info service state
1 (src ip1, dst ip1, protocol1, src port1, dst port1) state1
2 (src ip2, dst ip2, protocol2, src port2, dst port2) state2
... ... ...

Table 1: Service State List

The other significant function of the stateful security function proxy is to convert a stateless security
function into a stateful one. To achieve this function, the proxy maintains a service state list and updates
it in time. The service state list seen in Table 1 includes three columns: flow ID, matching info and
service state. The flow ID is an identifier of the flow, and we use a 5-tuple of the flow as its matching
info. The service state records how the security function processes the flow. When the proxy receives a
new flow, it redirects the flow to the specified security function and adds the identification information of
the flow to the service state list, including the flow ID and the matching info of the flow. Once the proxy
gets the return flow or a message from the security function, it will record the service state of the flow.
Furthermore, there is a timer for each flow to count the return time or delivery time of the message. If
the threshold time is met, the corresponding service state will be written as “deny” automatically. Then,
according to the service state, the proxy can process following packets of the flow directly rather than
forward them to the security function.

Figure 2: an example for achieving a stateful and SFC-aware firewall

The workflow of the stateful security function proxy is illustrated by an example of achieving a
stateful and SFC-aware firewall. Figures 2 shows how this stateless firewall is served as a stateful and
SFC-aware firewall with the proxy.

When the head packet of a new flow arrives at the proxy, its NSH header is de-encapsulated at first.
After that, the proxy sends it to its attaching firewall immediately. At the same time, the proxy writes the
5-tuple information of the flow to its service state list and launches a timer for this flow. If the firewall
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allows this flow pass through according to a pre-defined rule, the head packet will return to the proxy in
time. And then, the proxy can record the service state of the flow as “allow”. Otherwise, the service state
will be written as “deny” when time is over. Once the service state of the flow is filled in, the proxy can
process the following packets of the flow independently. In other word, the following packets of the flow
are not required to be forwarded to the firewall any more. Finally, if the flow is allowed to be forwarded
to next service funcion, the proxy will restore the NSH encapsulation of the flow before sends it out.
Therefore, cooperated with the stateful security function proxy, the traditional stateless firewall can be
regarded as a stateful and SFC-aware firewall.

Besides, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a security function and its stateful security
function proxy. Thus, there may be several proxies connecting to the same service forwarder.

3 The Implementation of Testbed

Figure 3: a simplified testbed of mobile-edge stateful security service chaining

To verify the feasibility of the purposed architecture, we simplify the architecture and present a
testbed as shown in Figures 3.

The testbed of the implementation consists of a service classifier, a receiver, a controller, a firewall,
an NAT and two switches. Each of them runs on a VM with Dual-core CPU, 2GB Memories and several
NICs, which is created by KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) in OpenStack.

The controller is POX [20], an open source SDN controller. Cooperated with Nshkmod [12], Open-
VSwitch [17] is taken as the service forwarder in a switch, which communicates with the controller
with standard OpenFlow Protocol. Nshkmod is an open-source Linux kernel module implementation of
Network Service Header, which is used to encapsulate and de-encapsulate NSH for service flows. The
implementation of the stateful security function proxy is also based on OpenVSwitch and nshkmod, in
order to remove/insert NSH encapsulation of packets and redirect them to the next service forwarder or
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the receiver. Additionally, a service state list is maintained by the proxy to achieve a stateful security
function. The firewall and NAT are both implemented by iptables [13], which is integrated into the Linux
kernel. The service classifier is responsibility to create a flow and assign an appreciate security service
function chaining for it. The flow will arrive at the receiver finally.

To achieve standard SFC routing between two different VMs in Data Transmission Layer, each vir-
tual NSH interface (named nshx), created by Nshkmod, is bound up with a NIC (named ethx) in an ovs
net-bridge. The ovs net-bridge has ability to forward packets from a virtual NSH interface to its related
NIC in order to encapsulate it by NSH header, and vice versa. Additionally, the data transmission be-
tween two virtual NSH interfaces is accomplished by a special tunnel in Linux kernel. In this way, a
service forwarder can communicate with its corresponding stateful security function proxy. The stateful
security function proxy in a switch can send/receive data to/from its corresponding security function in
a traditional routing way (IP routing).

4 The Verification of Proof-of-Concept and Performance Evaluation of
the Stateful Proxy

This section is divided into two subsections: one is the feasibility verification of the architecture, and
the other is the performance evaluation of the stateful firewall achieved by the stateful security function
proxy.

Verification of the feasibility. To verify the feasibility of our architecture in the data plane, we need
to prove the flow passes through the established security service chaining. Therefore, we check the
correction of the flow encapsulation procedures in a security service chaining. In order to examine the
encapsulation, we use Wireshark [5] to analyze the related information of packets on both virtual NSH
interfaces and their corresponding NICs. Here, we just capture the packets from eth0 and nsh1 in switch2
to illustrate a typical NSH de-encapsulation procedure, the cases of other interfaces are similar.

Figure 4: packets captured from eth0 in switch2

Figures 4 shows the information of packets on eth0. These packets are created in previous switch
(switch1), and their encapsulations are implemented by the virtual NSH interface nsh2 in the stateful
security service proxy of switch1. According to the definition in [19], three kinds of NSH encapsulation
are available, including GRE, VxLan-GPE and Ethernet. Here, we use the technique of VxLan-GPE to
encapsulate the flow, which adopts 4790 as its UDP port number.

Figures 5 shows the original UDP flow de-encapsulated by the virtual NSH interface nsh1 in switch2.
Comparing these packets with the packets on eth0, it is apparent that the NSH encapsulation can be
regarded as a UDP tunnel with destination port number 4790. By further analyzing UDP payloads of the
packets on eth0, it is easy to find that they are same as the Ethernet frames captured on nsh1. Additionally,
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Figure 5: packets captured from nsh1 in switch2

the above-mentioned NSH de-encapsulation procedure is reversible, and the encapsulation procedure is
unnecessary to go into details.

Thus, the results show that the testbed achieves traffic routing in a standard SFC way. In other word,
the feasibility of the architecture in the data plane is verified.

Performance evaluation. We compare the performance of the stateful firewall with the stateless fire-
wall by running the stateful security function proxy in different modes. To keep things straight, we
choose the transmission time of each packet as the measurement.

flow ID matching info service state
1 (10.0.1.3, 10.0.11.5, udp, 40181, 8888) allow
... ... ...

Table 2: Service State List for Firewall

The stateful security function proxy in switch1 maintains a service state list as seen in Table 2, and
a rule is existed. The rule means that the flow can be returned to the service forwarder directly, if the
flow matches with source IP of 10.0.1.3, destination IP of 10.0.11.5, type of UDP, source port of 40181
and destination port of 8888. The service state of the flow is pre-defined according to the corresponding
firewall rule. In the stateful mode, the proxy can process the flow without the firewall. As a contrast, the
proxy running in the stateless mode need to forward all traffic to its corresponding firewall regardless of
the list.

Figure 6: transmission time of each packet in two proxy modes
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The comparison of the transmission time of packets in two running modes is shown in Figures 6,
where the blue line represents the transmission time in the stateless mode and the yellow line represents
that in the stateful mode. Obviously, the transmission time of each packet in the stateful mode is shorter
than that in the stateless mode. In other word, running the stateful security function proxy in the state-
ful mode can significantly decrease the transmission time of each packet. By calculating the average
transmission time, we can find that the transmission time in the stateful mode is usually reduced by half.
Therefore, the stateful security function proxy improves the forwarding efficiency of nearly fifty percent
in the stateful mode.

Figure 7: average transmission time with two proxy modes in different cases

In order to prove that the more stateful security function proxies are used, the more efficient it can get,
we measure average transmission time in some different cases. In these cases, we insert more security
functions with their corresponding stateful proxies into the security service chaining. The result is shown
in Figures 7. With stateful security functions adding, there is no significant increasing of the transmission
time. However, as a contrast, the transmission time of a security service chaining in stateless mode grows
fast. Thus, the stateful proxy can play a more important role in the long security service chaining and
significantly improve the forwarding efficiency in a real use-case.
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5 Related Work

There are many researches on using service chains to meet diversified user requirements in the cloud, and
the security considerations of traditional network infrastructures have been discussed deeply and widely.
Unfortunately, we have not seen any work on achieving security access and privacy protection by taking
advantages of the security service chaining. Therefore, we purposed the architecture and implement it in
the data plane.

Recently, combining different service functions to provide a custom and scalable service chaining
for a user is one of the research focuses, and there are some related researches [2, 6, 7, 18] referring to
the core idea of SFC. To achieve a service chaining in a cloud environment, [2] purposes a solution. It
focuses on the design of the controller, and its implementation is tested on the Mininet [9] emulation
platform. Different from [2], [7] purposes a new architecture named Stratos, which achieves dynami-
cally instantiate new middleboxes on demand in Software-Defined Network (SDN). Stratos addresses
three main problems in steering traffic to appropriate middleboxes: elastic scaling, middlebox placement
and flow distribution. [6] purposes the FlowTags architecture to achieve the integrate middleboxes into
SDN network. FlowTags reduces overhead as much as possible compared with traditional SDN mecha-
nism, but needs the FlowTags-enhangced middleboxes. [18] implements dynamic traffic routing without
modifying traditional middleboxes. Taking resource constrains into account, SIMPLE purposes an algo-
rithm to generate flow paths and forwarding rules. However, these architectures have no consideration in
network security. Thus, in this paper, we concentrate on providing the user-defined security service by
creating a security service chaining in cloud.

With the rapid development of the virtualized and “softwarized” network, the security and privacy
of the new network architecture attract more and more attentions in academic community. There are
some schemes of network security function deployment in SDN, such as [10] and [11]. [10] purposes
an OpenFlow-based security framework. It describes how to deploy security policies on the security
functions which the flow pass through. The main contributions of [10] are creating security policies in a
human-readable language for network security assurance and achieving a low workload controller. [11]
also purposes a OpenFlow-based security service. It combines the firewall with an OpenFlow switch into
the stateful firewall to improve the forwarding efficiency of the flow. Nevertheless, they cannot achieve
a flexible security service management in the data plane. Therefore, we present an architecture design of
the data plane for security service chaining.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, an architecture of mobile-edge stateful security service chaining is purposed to meet in-
creasing and various security requirements of mobile users. With the combination of SFC and cloud/IDC
networks, the architecture can deploy security functions more flexible and efficient for different mobile
users. Moreover, the stateful security function proxy is introduced to support compatibility to traditional
security functions and improve forwarding efficiency of the security service chaining. Finally, we did
a lot of work to implement a proof-of-concept testbed, and the experiments verify the feasibility of the
architecture and prove the stateful function created by the proxy can shorten transmission time of packets
to improve the forwarding efficiency.
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